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Qtv Remote Control User Guide 

Remote control layout

1)    Point the remote control at the STB.  Do not cover the infrared (IR) window on 
the front of the remote control and at the front of the STB.

2)   Press and hold the OK and PPS buttons simultaneously for 5 seconds or until 
the STB button blinks twice.

3) Release the buttons.

4)  The STB button should be illuminated blue.

Once the pairing is successful, you will see a short blink and pairing screen will 
disappear.

Note: The remote is in “pairing mode” when the STB button is illuminated blue. 
During pairing mode, no remote control keys will work except the BACK key. You 
mut press BACK to stop pairing or to use another function.

1 TV input source select 

2 TV/AUX power/standby

3 Color navigation 

4 ‘A’ button

5 Set-top box (STB) PVR transport  

6  Apps

7 Navigation and OK 

8 Back 

9 Volume up and down 

10 Channel select and text entry

11 Information 

12 Search

13 Infra-red (IR) window

14 Microphone

15 STB power/standby 

16 ‘B’ button

17 ‘C’ button

18 Electronic Program Guide 

19 Home

20 Voice control 
This button may have  or  icon 

21 Channel/Page up and down 

22 Mute 

23 Subtitles/closed captions 

24 Last channel recall

25 Low battery warning LED

1. Activate batteries

To activate batteries, pull out the plastic tab

2. Controlling the STB
(pairing the remote control)
The Qtv remote control is designed to control your 
STB and (optionally) your TV or auxiliary device.

During the initial setup of the STB, you will be guided 
through the process of pairing the remote control with 
the STB.  The figure below is what you can expect to 
see on your TV screen. 

Note: Some functionality (e.g. PVR) may not be available on specific models of set-top box 
(STB), also functionality may vary with the TV service delivered by your service provider.

3. Controlling the TV
The Qtv remote control for Android TV supports a “Simple Remote Wizard” to 
automatically detect the TV brand connected to your STB via HDMI. The Wizard will 
guide you through the steps to confirm that the remote control is able to control 
your TV. The image below is the first screen of the Simple Remote Wizard.

If you a receive a new remote control, you can trigger the Simple Remote Wizard 
by going to : Settings>Device Preferences >Remotes and Accessories. Select your 
remote control from the lit and choose “Simple Setup”.
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How do I return my remote to Factory Settings?

Battery information 
Do not mix different types of battery or old and new batteries.

Do not use rechargeable batteries.

Remove the batteries from the remote control if you are not going to use it for 
several weeks, to avoid the risk of leakage. 

Please respect your environment and any local regulations and dispose of old 
batteries in a responsible manner.

Do not attempt to recharge the batteries. 

Immediately remove any leaking batteries. 

Take care when handling leaking batteries as they may cause burns to the skin or 
eyes, or other physical injuries.

1.  Press 1 and 6 for at least three seconds until the TV/AUX POWER key flashes twice 
then stays on.

2.  Enter the key sequence 9 8 1. After completing the sequence the STB key will flash 
twice. The TV settings are now deleted from the remote control and it returns to 
factory settings: Bluetooth mode, and unpaired.

What if my TV/Aux device cannot be found? (IR Learning)
The Qtv remote control can learn a key function from another ‘source’ remote 
control. 

1.  Choose your ‘target key’ on the remote control. It must be one of the following 
keys: TV/AUX POWER / TV INPUT / VOL+ / VOL- / MUTE. This key will learn a 
function from the source remote control.

2.  Press 4 and 6 for at least three seconds. The TV/AUX POWER key will flash twice 
and remain on. 

3.  Press your target key within 30 seconds:
• if valid, the TV/AUX POWER key will give a confirmation flash and remain on.
•  if invalid, or you do not press within 30 seconds, the TV/AUX POWER key will 

give a long flash and return to user mode.

4.  Hold the Qtv remote control 3 - 6 cm from the source remote control with the 
IR windows facing each other, then press your target key on the source remote 
control (e.g. if your target key on the Qtv remote control is mute, press mute 
on the source remote control).

5.  If the IR signal is received correctly, the TV/AUX POWER key will turn off and the 
remote control will return to normal mode (note: this can overwrite a previously 
learned code).

6.  If the IR signal is not received correctly, or is received after 30 seconds, the Qtv 
remote control will not store the code from the source remote control: it will 
give a long flash and return to user mode.

7.  If the Back key is pressed on the remote control while it is waiting for an IR 
signal, the TV/AUX POWER key will give a long flash and return to user mode. (If 
the target key is pressed, any learned code on it is cleared.)

8.  To clear the target key, press 4 and 6 for at least three seconds. The TV/AUX 
POWER key will flash twice and remain on. Then press your <target key> twice. 
The TV/AUX POWER key will flash to confirm the target key is cleared.




